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THIRD SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMINAI'ION IN ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING - OCTOBER, 2016

ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

fTime :3 hours

(Marimum marks : 100)

PARI - A

(Marimum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

2 marks.

l. Draw the symbol of an NPN tansistor and mark the terminals.

2. What is the value of ripple factor for a firllwave bridge rectifier ?

3. What is positive feedback ?

4. Name any two LC oscillators.

5. What is potential ba:rier ? (5x2=10)

PART - B

(Marimum marks : 30)

U Answer arry five questions from the following. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Draw and explain VI characteristics of a Silicon diode.

2. Draw the circuit of a lridge rectifier with filter and plot the waveform with
and without filter.

3. Explain the working of a fransistor shunt regulator with neat sketch.

4. Explain a monostable multivibrator using tansistor with fig*".

5. Draw two stage RC coupled common emitter amplifier.

6. Explain tuned collector oscillator.

7. Define PIV and Ripple factor and also state the different values for
halfwave and firllwave rectifier. (5x6=30)
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III

PAKI' - C
(l\4aximum marks : 60)

(Arnwer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

Explain the input and output characteristics of CE with circuit diagram.

On

(a) Explain different configurations of nansistors with neat sketch.

(b) Derive the relation between a and B.

UNlr - II

Draw the circuit, waveform and explain the working of a centre tap fullwave
rectifier with n filter.

On

Explain the working biased positive clipping circuits with diode connected in
series and Shwrt with figure.

Explain the regulator circuit using 7905.

UNr.r - III

VII (a) Draw a single stage power amplifier and write the fi.rnctions of components.

O) Draw the circuit of a pushpull amplifier.

On

What are the classifications of power amplifier ?

UNrl - IV

(a) Explain the working of tark circuit for producing oscillatron.

(b) State the conditions fbr undamped oscillations.

On

(a) Explain the working of nansistoriscd astable multivibrator.

(b) Write ttre applications of Schimitt trigger.
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